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Abstract
Let C be a smooth projective algebraic curve which is not a curve of even gonality admitting
an automorphism of order 2. Under this rather mild restriction on C, we establish a stronger
dimension theoretic statement concerning the variety of special linear systems; we prove that if
dimWrd(C)¿d− 3r− 2¿ 0 for some d; r ¿ 0 with d6 g− 5 and g¿ 21, then C is a k-gonal
curve with k6 6, a 4-sheeted covering of an elliptic curve or a plane curve of degree 8.
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0. Introduction
Throughout this paper, let C denote a smooth projective irreducible algebraic curve
over the 9eld of complex numbers C of genus g. Let Picd(C) be the Picard variety of
the curve C of degree d, which is isomorphic to a g-dimensional abelian variety as an
abstract variety and which parameterizes all the line bundles of given degree d on C.
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We denote by Wrd(C) the subscheme of the Picard variety Pic
d(C) consisting of line
bundles of degree d of dimension at least r + 1. If d¿g + r − 2, the dimension
of Wrd(C) is easily computed by the Riemann–Roch theorem. If d6 g + r − 2, then
dimWrd(C)¿ 	(d; g; r) := g − (r + 1)(g − d + r) for any curve C and Wrd(C) is an
equidimensional algebraic set with dimension 	(d; g; r) for a general curve C. Therefore
one can ask for the description of the curves C which satis9es dimWrd(C)¿	(d; g; r).
The 9rst signi9cant result along this direction is the following theorem obtained
by H. Martens, which has been re9ned and generalized by several people including
Mumford; cf. [16,18] and [13].
Theorem 0.1 (Martens [16]). Let d and r be integers such that d6 g+ r− 2, r¿ 1.
Then
dimWrd(C)6d− 2r
and equality holds if and only if C is hyperelliptic.
Theorem 0.2 (Mumford [18]). Let d and r be integers such that d6 g+ r−3, r¿ 1.
Suppose that
dimWrd(C) = d− 2r − 1:
Then C is either trigonal, bi-elliptic or a smooth plane quintic.
Theorem 0.3 (Keem [13]). (i) If dimWrd(C)¿d−2r−2¿ 0 for some integers d and
r such that d6 g + r − 4, r¿ 1, then C is either hyperelliptic, trigonal, bi-elliptic,
tetragonal or a smooth plane sextic or a double covering of a curve of genus 2.
(ii) If dimWrd(C)¿d−2r−3¿ 0 for some integers d and r such that d6 g+r−5,
r¿ 1 with g¿ 12, then C is either a d-gonal curve with d6 5, a k-sheeted covering
of an elliptic curve with k6 3 or a plane curve of degree 7.
Furthermore, Coppens et al. [6] came up with a rather stronger result which gives rise
to a better estimate for the dimension of Wrd(C) (say 6d − 3r) under the condition
that the given algebraic curve C is neither a curve of even gonality admitting an
automorphism of order 2 nor an extremal curve of gonality 4. Recall the gonality of
C is de9ned by
gon(C) = min{e |W 1e (C) = ∅}:
Theorem 0.4 (Coppens et al. [6]). Let d6 g− 1. If dimWrd(C)¿d− 3r, then either
C admits a double covering  :C → E of some curve E of genus j¡ r and Wrd(C)=
∗Pict(E) +Wd−2t(C) or C is an extremal curve in Pr of genus g = 3r and degree
g− 1 = 3r − 1 in which case C is a curve of gonality 4, and vice versa.
Recently, Theorem 0.4 has been re9ned further by Martens [15], Kato and Keem
[12] and Kato [11] as follows.
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Theorem 0.5. Let C be a curve of genus g¿ 21 which is not a curve of even gonality
admitting an automorphism of order 2. Suppose either dimWrd(C)¿d − 3r − 1 in
case d6 g− 4 or dimWrd(C)¿d− 3r in case d6 g− 2. Then gon(C)6 4.
The main (and the only) result of this paper is the following theorem which is a
natural generalization of the above theorem.
Theorem A (Main theorem). Let C be a curve of genus g¿ 21 which is not a curve
of even gonality admitting an automorphism of order 2. If dimWrd(C)¿d−3r−2¿ 0
for some d; r ¿ 0 such that d6 g − 5 then either gon(C)6 6 or C is a k-sheeted
covering of an elliptic curve with k6 4 or a plane curve of degree 8.
1. Glossary of lemmas
Before proving Theorem A, we collect several lemmas which are necessary for the
proof of our main result. Some of them are quite well known such as Castelnuovo
genus bound or Castelnuovo–Severi inequality. There are also very special kind of
lemmas which are adapted for our present situation. Some of them have quite lengthy
proof, for which the authors apologize.
Lemma 1.1 (Castelnuovo’s bound, Arbarello [2, p. 121]). Let d; r be positive integers.
Set m= [(d− 1)=(r− 1)], = d− 1−m(r− 1) and (d; r) =m(m− 1)=2(r− 1) +m.
If there exists a base-point-free and birationally very ample linear system grd on C,
then g6 (d; r).
We quote the following well-known fact which is an application of Castelnuovo’s
lemma and the readers are advised to consult [2, p. 120] for a complete proof.
Lemma 1.2. Let L be a base-point-free and birationally very ample line bundle on a
curve C of degree d¿ 2r+1 with dim(C;L)= r+1 and r¿ 3. Let C → C0 ⊂ Pr
be a birational map induced by L. If dim(C;L2) = 3r, then C0 lies on a rational
scroll surface of degree r − 1.
One can deduce the following lemma easily from Lemma 1.2.
Lemma 1.3. Let C be a curve of genus g¿ 21 and L be a base-point-free and
birationally very ample line bundle on C of degree d=3r+2 with dim(C;L)=r+1
and r¿ 2. Then C is either a k-gonal curve with k6 5 or a plane curve of degree 8.
Proof. In case r = 2, C is a plane curve of degree 8. Assume r¿ 3 and let C →
C0 ⊂ Pr be a birational map induced by L. Let S ⊂ Pr be a rational normal scroll on
which C0 lies and we put C0 ∼ H+F , where H is a hyperplane cut and F is a 9bre
of S → P1; (H 2) = r − 1; (H : F) = 1; (F2) = 0. Note that the complete linear system
|F | de9nes a pencil of degree (F:C0) =  and hence C has a g1. By an elementary
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computation [2, p. 123] we have
p() := pa(C0) =− (− 1)(− 6)2 (r − 1) + 4(− 1):
We remark that p() is a decreasing function with respect to  in the range ¿ 6 and
p(6) = 20¿ g. Hence it follows that 6 5 and gon(C)6 5.
Lemma 1.4 (Accola [1]). If there exist in:nitely many base-point-free and simple grd
on C, then
g6 (d+ 1; r + 1):





Lemma 1.6 (Arbarello et al. [2, p.138]). Let D;E be linear systems on C. Assume
D is base-point-free of degree d and birationally very ample. If d¿ h0(C;O(D)) +
h0(C;O(E))− h0(C;O(E−D)) + 1 then
h0(C;O(D+ E))¿ h0(C;O(D)) + 2h0(C;O(E))− h0(C;O(E−D))− 2:
Lemma 1.7 (Castelnuovo–Severi bound, Arbarello et al. [2, p. 336]). Assume that C
admits a morphism i :C → Ci of degree ki where Ci is a curve of genus hi for
i = 1; 2. If (1; 2) :C → C1 × C2 ⊂ P1 × P1 is birational onto its image then
g6 (k1 − 1)(k2 − 1) + k1h1 + k2h2:
The following result can be obtained easily from Fulton et al. [8] or Coppens
[5, Proposition 1].
Theorem 1.8. Let A ⊂ Wrd(C) be an irreducible closed subset satisfying
dim A¿ r + 1:
Then for any P ∈C,
dim((Wrd−1(C)⊗ OC(P)) ∩ A)¿ dim A− (r + 1):
We shall make use of the following general result on an abelian variety whose proof
can be found in [17, Appendix to Section 4].
Theorem 1.9. Let X be a complete variety, e∈X be a point, and
m :X × X → X
be a morphism such that m(x; e) = m(e; x) = x for all x∈X . Then X is an abelian
variety with group law m and identity e.
Lemma 1.10. Assume g¿ 21, d=3r+3, dimWrd(C)=dimW
g−7−3r
2g−8−6r(C)=1 and for a
maximal dimensional component X ⊂ Wrd(C), a general L∈X satis:es
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dim(C;L2)¿ 3r + 1 and birationally very ample. Then for any L0;L1;L2 ∈X ,
there exists an L3 ∈X such that L1 ⊗L2 ∼= L0 ⊗L3 and Xred (X with a reduced
structure) is an elliptic curve.
Proof. From the assumption, KC⊗L−2 ∈Wg−7−3r2g−8−6r(C) for generalL∈X , so is for any
L∈X . We consider a morphism  :X → Wg−7−3r2g−8−6r(C) de9ned by (L)=KC ⊗L−2.
Since  is 9nite onto its image Z0 = {KC ⊗L−2 ∈Wg−7−3r2g−8−6r(C)|L∈X }, we see that
dim Z0 = 1 and Z0 is a maximal dimensional component of W
g−7−3r
2g−8−6r(C) by the as-
sumption dimWrd(C) = dimW
g−7−3r
2g−8−6r(C) = 1. Let L;L
′ ∈X such that L ∼= L′.
Then dim(C;L ⊗ L′)¿ 3r + 1 by Lemma 1.6. Therefore Z0 = {KC ⊗ L−1 ⊗
L′−1 ∈Wg−7−3r2g−8−6r(C)|L;L′ ∈X } and hence Z0 = {KC ⊗L−10 ⊗L−1 ∈Wg−7−3r2g−8−6r(C)|
L∈X } for any given L0 ∈X . This implies that for any L0;L1;L2 ∈X , there exists
an L3 ∈X such that L1⊗L2 ∼=L0⊗L3. We 9x one L0 ∈X and let m :Xred×Xred →
Xred by m(L1;L2) =L1 ⊗L2 ⊗L−10 . It is clear that m satis9es the assumption on
Theorem 1.9. Hence Xred is an elliptic curve by Theorem 1.9.
We now recall basic notions about CliKord index of an algebraic curve C. For a
line bundle L on C, the CliKord index of L is de9ned by CliK(L) = degL− 2(h0
(C;L)− 1), and the CliKord index of C is de9ned by
CliK(C) := min{CliK(L) :L∈Pic(C) with h0(C;L)¿ 2 and h1(C;L)¿ 2}:
We say that a line bundle L contributes to the CliKord index of C if h0(L)¿ 2
and h1(L)¿ 2 and say that a line bundle L computes the CliKord index of C if L
contributes to the CliKord index and CliK(L) = CliK(C). The CliKord dimension of
C, denoted by CliK-dim(C), is the minimum dimension of a complete linear system
which computes the CliKord index of C. The following results due to several people
shall be used frequently in the subsequent section.
Theorem 1.11 (Coppens and Martens [7]). Let C be a curve with c = CliK(C).
(i) Then one has
dimW 1c+3(C)¿ 1:
(ii) Let L be a line bundle of degree d computing the Cli;ord index. Assume
g¿ 2c + 5 and d6 g− 1. Then d6 32 (c + 2) unless C is hyperelliptic or bielliptic.
Theorem 1.12 (Keem et al. [14]). Let a complete grd compute the Cli;ord index c of
C, r¿ 3. Then the grd is birationally very ample unless C is hyperelliptic or bielliptic.
The following theorem has been proved in case C has odd gonality. However it can
be easily extended to curves of even gonality without an automorphism of order 2.
Since the proof is just parallel to the one in the original result, we omit it.
Theorem 1.13 (Ballico and Keem [3]). For a non-negative integer, let g¿ 4e + 7.
Assume that C does not admit an automorphism of order 2 if it is even gonal. If
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d − 3r − e6 dimWrd(C) for some d; r¿ 1 such that d6 g − e − 3, then CliK(C)
6 2(e + 1).
Let c = CliK(C). If CliK-dim(C) = 1, then C is a (c + 2)-gonal curve and if
CliK-dim(C) = 2, C is a smooth plane curve of degree c + 4.
Lemma 1.14. Assume g¿ 21 and C is 7-gonal. Then W 17 (C) is :nite or one-
dimensional and C has a birationally very ample g28.
Proof. Since C is 7-gonal, dimWrd(C)6d− 2r− 4 if d6 g+ r− 5 by Theorem 0.3.
Hence dimW 17 (C)6 1. If W
1
7 (C) is not 9nite, then dimW
1
7 (C) = 1. This completes
the proof of the lemma by [4, Theorem p. 217].
Lemma 1.15. If g¿ 21, C is 7-gonal with dimW 17 (C) = 0 or a smooth plane curve
of degree 9, then dimW 18 (C) = 1.
Proof. If C is a smooth plane curve of degree 9, then, evidently, dimW 18 (C) = 1.
Assume C is 7-gonal. Then
dimWrd(C)6d− 2r − 4 if d6 g+ r − 5 (1)
by Theorem 0.3. Therefore dimW 18 (C)6 2. Assume dimW
1
8 (C) = 2. Let A be a
component of W 18 (C) of dimension 2. Since W
1
7 (C) is 9nite, a general g
1
8 ∈A is




8 (C)) = g− dim(C;O(g17 + P))dim(C;O(KC − g17 − P))
+ dim(C;O(KC − 2g17 − P))
¿ dimW 18 (C) = 2
and hence dim(C;O(KC−2g17−P))¿ g−12 for any P ∈C. Hence dim(C;O(2g17+
P)) ¿ 4 for any P ∈C. Therefore dim(C;O(2g17))¿ 4.
We now prove
dim(C;O(3g17))6 8: (2)
Assume contrary, W 821(C) ∼= Wg−142g−23(C) = ∅. When 216 g − 1, dimW 821(C)6
21 − 8 · 3 = −3, this is a contradiction. It follows that g6 21, i.e. g = 21. Then, we
have dimWg−142g−23(C)6 2g−23−3(g−14)=19−g¡ 0 which is again a contradiction.
Assume dim(C;O(2g17 + g
1
8))¿ 9 for a general g
1
8 ∈A. By semicontinuity,
dim(C;O(2g17 + g
1
8))¿ 9 for any g
1
8 ∈A. Hence dim(C;O(3g17 + P))¿ 9 for any
P ∈C. Therefore dim(C;O(3g17))¿ 9 which is a contradiction.
Therefore dim(C;O(2g17 + g
1
8))6 8 for a general g
1
8 ∈A. When dim
(C;O(2g17 − g18))¿ 2, C has a linear system g16 which contradicts to the assumption,
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so dim(C;O(2g17 − g18))6 1. Since
0→ (C;O(2g7 − g18))→ (C;O(2g17))⊗ (C;O(g18))→ (C;O(2g17 + g18));
is exact by the base-point-free pencil trick, we have
dim(C;O(2g17)) = 4:
Assume dim(C;O(2g17 − g18)) = 1, i.e. 2g17 − g18 is linearly equivalent to an eKective
divisor D¿ 0. Let C → C0 ⊂ P3 be a morphism de9ned by |2g17|. Then C0 ⊂ P3
admits a 6-secant line for a general g18 ∈A. Since C0 lies on a quadric cone de9ned by
|2g17|, the 6-secant line should pass through a point of multiplicity 5 and a smooth point
on C0. Hence a general g18 corresponds to a smooth point on C0 by this correspondence.
Therefore dim A= 1. This is a contradiction.
Therefore dim(C;O(2g17−g18))=0 for a general g18 ∈A. By semicontinuity, we have
that dim(C;O(2g17 +g
1
8))¿ 8 for any g
1
8 ∈A which implies dim(C;O(3g17 +P))¿ 8
for any P ∈C. Hence, we have dim(C;O(3g17))¿ 8. By (2), dim(C;O(3g17)) = 8.
If dim(C;O(g17 + g
1
8))¿ 5 for a general g
1
8 ∈A, then dim(C;O(2g17))¿ 5, which
is a contradiction. Therefore dim(C;O(g17 + g
1





8))¿ 2 · 8− 4 = 12 by the exact sequence
0→ (C;O(g17 + g18))→ (C;O(2g17 + g18))⊗ (C;O(g17))→ (C;O(3g17 + g18)):
If dim(C;O(3g17 + g
1
8))¿ 13, then considering the map A → W 1229 (C) de9ned by
L → 3g17 +L, we have 2 = dim A6 dimW 1229 (C). When g¿ 22, dimW 1229 (C)6 1 by
(1), which is a contradiction. When g=21, since 116 g−4=21−4 and gon(C)¿ 7,
2=dim A6 dimW 1229 (C)=dimW
3
11(C)6 11−3·3−2=0 by Theorem 0.5 which is again





by the base-point-free pencil trick. Recall that dim(C;O(2g17 − g18)) = 0, whence
dim(C;O(4g17 − g18))¿ 8 by the base-point-free pencil trick again. Since the map
A → W 720(C) de9ned by L → 4g17 −L, is a 9nite map, dim A6 dimW 720(C). Since
206 g−1, we have dim A6 dimW 720(C)6 20−3·7=−1, which is a contradiction.
Lemma 1.16. Assume g¿ 21. If dimW 210(C)¿ 2, then dimW
1
8 (C)¿ 2.
Proof. Let X be a maximal dimensional component of W 210(C). If a general L∈X
has a base point, then there is a closed locus X0 ⊂ W 29 (C) such that X = X0 +W1(C).
Therefore dim X0¿ 1 and hence X0 − W1(C) ⊂ W 18 (C) has dimension at least two.
Hence, we may assume that a general L∈X is base-point-free. Let ' :C → C0 ⊂ P2
be a morphism de9ned by L∈X . Assume deg(')¿ 2. Then deg'=2 or 5. If deg'=
5, then the image curve is of degree 2 in P2, therefore gon(C)=5. Therefore W 18 (C) ⊃
W 15 (C) + W3(C) which is at least three-dimensional. If deg' = 2, then g6 19 by
Lemma 1.7.
Hence, a general L∈X de9nes a birational morphism, i.e. a general L∈X is
simple. Hence we have g6 (3; 11)=20 by Lemma 1.4, which is a contradiction.
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2. Proof of Theorem A
We now begin the proof of Theorem A which will be divided in several steps.
Throughout this section we assume that C is not a curve of even gonality admitting
an automorphism of order 2. By Theorem 0.5 we may also assume that there is a
component X of Wrd(C) with dim X = d− 3r − 2 and that
dimWrd(C)6d− 3r − 2 for any d6 g− 5: (3)
Step 2.1: CliK(C)6 6 and CliK-dim(C)6 2.
Proof. By Theorem 1.13, c := CliK(C)6 6. Assume 	 := CliK-dim(C)¿ 3. Let L
be a line bundle of degree c+2	 such that h0(C;L)=	+1 and CliK(L)=CliK(C)=c.
Then c+2	6 32 (c+2) by Theorem 1.11(ii), hence we have 	=3 and c=6. Let ' :C →
P3 be a morphism de9ned by very ample |L|= g312. Assume '(C) is not contained in
a cubic surface in P3. Then we have an injective map S3(OP3 (1)) ,→ (C;L3) which
implies C has a g1936. Since 366 g+ 19− 2, dimW 1936 (C)6 36− 2 · 19¡ 0 which is a
contradiction. Therefore '(C) is contained in a cubic surface. Assume S3(OP3 (1))→
(C;L3) has two-dimensional kernel, then deg'(C)6 3·3=9 which is a contradiction
since '(C) has degree 12 in P3. Therefore it should be one-dimensional and hence
the cubic containing '(C) should be irreducible. By the genus bound of curves in a
cubic surface (cf. [2, p. 144]), g6 19 contrary to our hypothesis.
Step 2.2: If r=1, then gon(C)6 5 or C is a 3-sheeted covering of an elliptic curve.
Proof. For r = 1, we have dim X = d − 5, and the conclusion follows by Theorem
0.3-(ii).
For r¿ 2, we 9rst consider the case when a general L∈X is not simple.
Step 2.3: If r¿ 2 and a general L∈X is not simple, then gon(C)6 5 or C is a
3-sheeted covering of an elliptic curve.
Proof. Let L :C → C′L ⊂ Pr be the morphism de9ned by L, g′ = g(C′L) and
deg L = n¿ 2. If g′ = 0, we have d= rn and X ⊂ r ·W 1n (C), hence




by Theorems 0.1 and 0.2, i.e. (r−1)(d−3r)6 r. Therefore 26d−3r6 r and hence
d=r = n6 4, i.e. gon(C)6 4. Assume that g′¿ 0. By de Franchis’ theorem, we may
assume that the map Wrd
n
(C′L) → X induced by L is a 9nite dominant map. Then
X − ∗LWr−1(C′L) ⊂ W 1d−n(r−1)(C). Therefore
dimW 1d−n(r−1)(C) ¿ d− 3r − 2 + (r − 1)¿d− 2(r − 1)− 5
¿ d− n(r − 1)− 5 = d− n(r − 1)− 2 · 1− 3
which implies gon(C)6 5 or a 3-sheeted covering of an elliptic curve by Theorem
0.3(ii).
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By previous steps, we may assume that a general L∈X is simple (and r¿ 2) and
proceed as follows according to the CliKord index of C.
Step 2.4: If a general L∈X is simple and CliK(C) = 6, then C is a 4-sheeted
covering of an elliptic curve E, and
{KC ⊗L−2|L∈X }= {'∗OE(P + Q)|P;Q∈E};
where ' :C → E is a morphism of degree 4.
Proof. Since a general L∈X is base-point-free and simple, we have h0(C;L2) =
d− 2 by Lemma 1.5, whence CliK(L2) = CliK(C) = 6. If 2d6 g− 1 then d6 6 by
Theorem 1.11 (ii), which implies 6=CliK(C)6CliK(L)= d− 2r6 6− 2r, which is
a contradiction. Thus we may assume g−16 2d. Note that KC⊗L−2 =gg−d−42g−2−2d also
computes the CliKord index and deg(KC ⊗L−2)6 g− 1. Hence 2g− 2− 2d6 32 · 8,
i.e. g − d − 46 3 by Theorem 1.11 (ii) and KC ⊗L−2 is simple by Theorem 1.12.
Recall that CliK-dim(C)6 2 by Step 2.1 and we 9rst consider the case when C has
CliKord dimension 2.
Case A: CliK-dim(C) = 2:
In this case, C is a smooth plane curve of degree 10 and g= 36. If g− d− 4 = 3
we have KC ⊗L−2 = g312 and g6 25 by the Castelnuovo genus bound, contradicting
g=36. If g−d−4=2, we have KC⊗L−2=g210 for a general L∈X and hence 06d−
3r− 2=dim X 6 dimW 210(C)= 0. Then by Lemma 1.3 we have either gon(C)6 5 or
C is a plane curve of degree 8, which is a contradiction.
Case B: CliK-dim(C) = 1:
In this case, C is 8-gonal and KC ⊗L−2 = gg−d−42g−2−2d = g312; g210 or g18.
Case 1: KC ⊗L−2 = g312: Note that there is a 9nite map X → W 312(C) de9ned
by L → KC ⊗L−2, hence we have dim X 6 dimW 312(C)6 1 by (3). If dim X = 0,
then gon(C)6 5 or a plane curve of degree 8 by Lemma 1.3. Suppose dim X = dim
W 312(C)=1. Since KC ⊗L−2 is base-point-free and simple, we have g6 (4; 13)=18
by Lemma 1.4 which is a contradiction.
Case 2: |KC − 2L| = g210: Assume dimW 210(C)¿ 1, then we may apply Theorem
1.4 to get g6 (11; 3) = 20 contrary to g¿ 21. If dimW 210(C) = 0, then dim X = 0.
Therefore gon(C)6 5 or a plane curve of degree 8 by Lemma 1.3.
Case 3: |KC − 2L| = g18: Assume dimW 18 (C)¿ 2. Then dimW 17 (C)¿ 0 by
Theorem 1.8 which implies CliK(C)6 5 contradicting CliK(C)=6. Assume dimW 18 (C)
=0. Then gon(C)6 5 or a smooth plane curve of degree 8 by Lemma 1.3 contradicting





8 ∈Z0 there is a linear system l18 ∈Z0 satisfying that g18 + h18 ∼ k18 + l18
by Lemma 1.10. Hence h0(C;O(2g18))¿ 4. Assume |2g18| is not birationally very ample.
Since C is an 8-gonal curve, C does not admit a double covering by our assumption,
and hence |2g18| should de9ne a 4-sheeted or an 8-sheeted map. |2g18| cannot induce an
8-sheeted map since r¿ 3. Therefore C is a 4-sheeted covering of an elliptic curve
with {KC ⊗L−2|L∈X } = {'∗OE(P + Q)|P;Q∈E}. Assume |2g18| is birational. Let
C0 be the image of C by the morphism de9ned by |2g18|.
Assume dim(C;O(2g18)) = 4. Then C0 is contained in at least two independent
quadrics Q0 which is of rank 3 de9ned by |2g18|, Q1 which is of rank 4 de9ned by
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|h18+k18 | because of the relation 2g18 ∼ h18+k18 . Therefore, we have 16=degC06 2·2=4,
this is a contradiction.
Assume dim(C;O(2g18)) = 5. We take a general element h
1
8 ∈A. Then there exists
k18 ∈A such that h18 + k18 ∼ 2g18. Let Q0 be a quadric de9ned by |2g18| which is of
rank 3, let Q1 be a quadric de9ned by |h18 + k18 | which is of rank 4 and let I :=
ker[(P4;O(2)) → (C;O(2g18)2)]. It is clear that Q0 and Q1 are independent. Let R
be a unique singular point on Q1. Let . := {Q|Q = (q)0; q∈ I} be a linear system
de9ned by I . Since Q0; Q1 are independent, dim .¿ 1. By Bertini’s theorem, a general
Q∈ . is non-singular at Q \ Bs.. Since Q1 is non-singular except R, a general Q∈ .
is non-singular except R. First assume that a general Q∈ . is singular. Then a general
Q∈ . is singular only at R. Therefore any Q∈ . is singular at R. Let l be a singular
locus of Q0 which implies R∈ l. Since Q0 is of rank 3, l is a line. Let R :P4 · · · → P3
be the projection from R and let t be the image of l by R. Let t :P3 · · · → P2 be
the projection from t. Since t is the image of l by R, t ◦ R :P4 · · · → P2 is the
projection from l. Let C1=R(C0). Since Q0 and Q1 de9ne independent quadrics on P3
containing C1, deg(C1)6 2 · 2=4. Then we have the following commutative diagram:
Since C is an 8-gonal curve which does not admit any double covering to another curve,
we have degC16 degC0=n=16=n with n=deg'¿ 3. Therefore the only possibilities
are (n; degC1) = (3; 3); (4; 3); (5; 3); (3; 4); (4; 4). For the 9rst three cases or the case
C1 is singular, we have gon(C)6 5. The case (n; degC1) = (3; 4) does not occur by
Lemma 1.7. Hence C must be a 4-sheeted covering of an elliptic curve. Let l be a
singular locus of a quadratic Q0 de9ned by |2g18| introduced earlier. Since any Q∈ . is
singular at R and l is a singular locus of Q0, R∈ l. Since ' is given by the projection
from R and g18 is given by the projection from l, g
1
8 should factor through ' which
implies KC ⊗L−2 ∼= O('∗(P + Q)). Therefore we may assume a general Q∈ . is
non-singular. Assume dim I = 2, i.e. dim . = 1. For any n18 ∈A there is a l18 ∈A such
that 2g18 ∼ n18 + l18 and n18 + l18 de9nes a singular quadric in one .. Since dim A= 1, .
should be a one-dimensional family of singular quadrics. Since our assumption is that
a general Q∈ . is non-singular, this is a contradiction. Therefore a general Q∈ . is a





Let D∈ h18 be any element and let LD ⊂ P4 be its linear span. Since dim(C;O(2g18))−
dim(C;O(2g18 − h18)) − 1 = 2, LD ⊂ P4 is a two-dimensional linear space. By [9,
p. 735 Proposition], LD ⊂ Q for a general (non-singular) Q∈ .. Hence QD = Q ∩ LD is
a quadric curve on LD ∼= P2. Let I0 be a kernel of a restriction map
0 : I → ( LD;O(2)):
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Assume Q ∩ LD = Q′ ∩ LD for any Q′ with LD ⊂ Q′ ∈ .. Then dim 0(I) = 1. Hence
dim I0¿ 2. Let .0 = {(q)0|q∈ I0}. For any Q∈ .0, LD ⊂ Q. This means Q∈ .0 should
be singular by [9, p. 735 Proposition]. Since Q1 ⊂ P4 is a rank 4 quadric de9ned by
h18 + k
1
8 , therefore LD ⊂ Q1. Since R be a unique singular point on Q1, any element
Q∈ .0 should have a singular point at R. Therefore again a projection from R de9nes a
one-dimensional family of quadrics on P3 which contradicts to our assumption. Hence
dim 0(I)¿ 2. Hence for any Q∈ ., there exists some Q′ ∈ . such that
Q ∩ LD = Q′ ∩ LD:
We now prove that for any Q∈ ., Q ∩ Q′ ∩ LD is a zero-dimensional subset for some
Q′ ∈ . for a general D∈ h18.
Assume QD=Q∩ LD is a reducible quadric curve and Q∩Q′∩ LD is a one-dimensional
subset for some Q′. Since Q ∩ LD = Q′ ∩ LD, Q ∩ Q′ ∩ LD is a line l in LD. Since
D = C0 ∩ Q ∩ Q′ ∩ LD ⊂ Q ∩ Q′ LD = l for a general D∈ h18, the linear span of D is a
line which is a contradiction.
When QD = Q ∩ LD is an irreducible quadric curve, it is clear that Q ∩ Q′ ∩ LD is
0-dimensional for some Q′ ∈ ..
Therefore
dim S ∩ LD = dim
⋂
Q∈.
Q ∩ LD6 dimQ ∩ Q′ ∩ LD = 0
for a general D∈ h18, so for any D∈ h18. Hence S should be a one-dimensional subset
in P4.
Therefore we can choose three independent quadrics Q1; Q2; Q3 such that dim(Q1 ∩
Q2 ∩ Q3) = 1. Hence 16 = deg(C0)6 2 · 2 · 2 = 8, which is a contradiction.
Assume h0(C;O(2g18))¿ 6. Since C is 8-gonal, 166 g−2 and there is a 9nite mor-
phism Z0 → W 516(C) de9ned by g18 → 2g18, we have 1 = dim Z06 dimW 516(C)6 16−
5 · 3− 1 = 0 by Proposition 0.5. This is a contradiction.
Step 2.5: If a general L∈X is simple and CliK(C) = 5, then C is a 4-sheeted
covering of an elliptic curve, ' :C → E and
{KC − 2L|L∈X }= {'∗(P + Q)|P;Q∈C}
as sets.
Proof. By Step 2.1, C is a smooth plane curve of degree 9 or 7-gonal curve. If L∈X
is general, then dim(C;L2)¿d − 2 by Theorem 1.5. Since 5 = CliK(C)6 2d −
2(dim(C;L2)− 1)6 2d− 2(d− 3) = 6, we have dim(C;L2) = d− 2. Therefore




2g−2−2d). Assuming 2d6 g − 1, we have
06 dimWd−32d (C)6 2d−3(d−3) by Theorem 0.4. Therefore d6 9. Since CliK(C)=5,
we have d= 9. Thus |2L|= gd−32d = g618 and g6 21 by Lemma 1.1. Therefore g= 21
and C is an extremal curve with gon(C) = 4 which is a contradiction.
Assume that 2d¿ g− 1, i.e. 2r′ + 66 g− 1. We consider three cases.
Case A: Bs|KC − 2L| = ∅.
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In this case |KC−2L|=gr′2r′+5+P for a point P ∈Bs|KC−2L|. By Theorem 1.11 (ii),
we have 2r′+56 3(5+2)2 =
21
2 . Hence r





9, i.e. |KC − 2L|= g29 + P. Assume dimW 29 (C)¿ 1. Then dimW 18 (C)¿ 2.
Since CliK(C) = 5, C is a 7-gonal curve with dimW 17 (C) = 0 by Lemma 1.14. Hence
dimW 18 (C) = 1 by Lemma 1.15 which is a contradiction. Therefore dimW
2
9 (C) = 0.
Since 06d − 3r − 2 = dim X 6 dimW 29 (C) + W1(C) = 1, we have d = 3r + 2 or
d= 3r + 3. Assuming d= 3r + 2, we have dim(C;L2) = 3r. Therefore gon(C)6 5
or a plane curve of degree 8 by Lemma 1.3 which contradicts to CliK(C)=5. Assume
d=3r+3. If dimW 210(C)¿ 2, then dimW
1
8 (C)¿ 2 by Lemma 1.16. This contradicts
Lemma 1.15. Thus dimW 210(C)= 1. Therefore g
2
9 +W1(C) is a component of W
2
10(C).
Since Xred is an elliptic curve by Lemma 1.10 and a morphism X → g29 +W1(C) ∼= C,
de9ned by L → KC − 2L, is surjective, we have g(C)6 1. Since g(C)¿ 21, this
is a contradiction. Assume r′ = 1. Then |KC − 2L| = g17 + P for a general L∈X ,
whence for any L∈X . Since CliK(C) = 5, we have gon(C) = 7. By Lemmas 1.15
dimW 18 (C)=1 and d=3r+2 or 3r+3. Assume d=3r+2. Then dim(C;L
2)=3r,
which contradicts Lemma 1.3. Assume that d= 3r + 3. Then Xred is an elliptic curve
by Lemma 1.10. Since a morphism X → g29 +W1(C) ∼= C, de9ned by L → KC − 2L,
is surjective, we have g(C)6 1. This is a contradiction.
Case B: Bs|KC − 2L| = ∅ and |KC − 2L| = gr′2r′+6 is birationally very ample (i.e.
simple):
Case 1: r′¿ 9: Since (2r′+5)=(r′−1)=2+7=(r′−1), we have g6 (2r′+6; r′)=
2·1
2 (g−d− 5)+ 2 · 7= g−d+9 by Lemma 1.1, i.e. d6 9. Therefore 3r6d− 26 7,
i.e. r = 2. Assume d = 9. Then C is an extremal curve. Since [d−1r−1 ] = 2, we have
gon(C) = 3 which is a contradiction. If d6 8, then C is a plane curve of degree 8
because r = 2.
Case 2: 36 r′6 8: Since r′¿ 3, we have g(C)6max{(2r′+6; r′)|36 r′6 8}=
25 by Lemma 1.1. Since CliK-dim(C)6 2 and a smooth plane curve of degree 9 is
of genus 28, we have gon(C) = 7.
Assume r′ = 8. Since the morphism X → W 822(C) ∼= Wg−152g−24(C) de9ned by L →
KC−2L is 9nite, we have dim X 6 dimW 822(C)=dimWg−152g−24(C). Assuming 226 g−1,
we have dim X 6 22 − 3 · 8¡ 0, which is a contradiction. Assuming 22¿g − 1, we
have 06d − 3r − 2 = dim X 6 2g − 24 − 3(g − 15) = −g + 21. Therefore g = 21
and d= 3r + 2. Hence gon(C)6 5 or a plane curve of degree 8 by Lemma 1.3. This
contradicts the assumption CliK(C) = 5.
Therefore r′6 7. Since g¿ 21, we have 2r′ + 66 2 · 7 + 6 = 206 g − 1. Hence
06d− 3r − 2 = dim X 6 2r′ + 6− 3r′ =−r′ + 6 by Theorem 0.4. Therefore r′6 6.
Assuming r′=6, we have d=3r+2. Therefore gon(C)6 5 or a smooth plane curve
of degree 8 by Lemma 1.3. This contradicts the fact that CliK(C) = 5.
Assume r′=5. Since 2r′+66 g−2, we may assume 06d−3r−2=dim X 6 2r′+
6− 3r′− 1=−r′+5=0 by Proposition 0.5. Hence d=3r+2. Therefore gon(C)6 5
or a smooth plane curve of degree 8 by Lemma 1.3. This is a contradiction.
Assume r′ = 4. Since 2r′ + 66 g− 4, we may assume dim X 6 2r′ + 6− 3r′ − 2 =
−r′ + 4= 0 by Proposition 0.5. Hence d= 3r + 2. Therefore gon(C)6 5 or a smooth
plane curve of degree 8 by Lemma 1.3. This is a contradiction.
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Assume r′ = 3. If dim X = 0, then d= 3r + 2 hence gon(C)6 5 or a smooth plane
curve of degree 8 by Lemma 1.3. Assume 16 dim X . Since 2r′ + 66 g − 4, we
may assume dim X 6 2r′ + 6 − 3r′ − 2 = −r′ + 4 = 1 by Proposition 0.5. Therefore
dim X = dimW 312(C) = 1. Then, the sequence
0→ (O(g312 − g17))→ (O(g312))⊗ (O(g17))→ (O(g312 + g17))
is exact by the base-point-free pencil trick. Since deg(g312 − g17) = 5, we have h0(C;
O(g312−g17))6 1 because C is 7-gonal. Hence dim(O(g312+g17))¿ 7. Therefore g312+
g17 = g
6
19. Since 196 g− 2, we have 1=dim X =dimW 312(C)6 dimW 619(C)6 19− 3 ·
6− 1 = 0 by Proposition 0.5. This is a contradiction.
Case 3: r′=2, i.e. |KC−2L|=g210: Assume dimW 210(C)=0. Since 06d−3r−2=
dim X 6 dimW 210(C)=0, we have gon(C)6 5 or a smooth plane curve of degree 8 by
Lemma 1.3, contradicting CliK(C)=5. Assume dimW 210(C)¿ 1. Since our assumption
is that |KC − 2L| is simple and base point free for a general L∈X , we may apply
Theorem 1.4 to get g6 (11; 3) = 20 contrary to g¿ 21.
Case C: Bs|KC − 2L|= ∅ and |KC − 2L|= gr′2r′+6 is not birationally very ample:
Case 1: r′ = g − d − 4¿ 2: Let 1 :C → C1 ⊂ Pr′ be a morphism de9ned by a







2r′+6−n)=8−n. Since CliK(C)=5, we have n=3. Assume r′=g−d−4¿ 3.







2 · 3 = 4. This contradicts CliK(C) = 5. Hence g− d− 4 = 2. This means gr′2r′+6 = g210
with n=deg 1 = 3 which is impossible. Hence we may assume that deg 1 = 2. Then
gr
′
2r′+6−∗1 (Q1 + · · ·+Qg−d−6)=g210. Let 2 :C → C2 ⊂ P2 be a morphism de9ned by
g210. Taking Q1; : : : ; Qg−d−6 ∈C suMciently general, we have degC2=5 and deg 2=2.
Assume C2 is not smooth so C2 has a g13. Then C has a g
1
6, this contradicts the
assumption. Assume that C2 is smooth. Then g6 6 · 1 + 7 · 0 + 2 · 6 = 18 by Lemma
1.7. This contradicts the fact that g(C)¿ 21.
Case 2: r′ = g − d − 4 = 1: By Lemma 1.15, we have dimW 18 (C)6 1. Hence
06d − 3r − 2 = dim X 6 dimW 18 (C)6 1. If d = 3r + 2, we can apply Lemma 1.3.
Assume d=3r+3. Then dim X =dimW 18 (C) = 1. By Lemma 1.10, Xred is an elliptic
curve. Let Z0 = {KC − 2L|L∈X } ⊂ W 18 (C). For any g18; h18; k18 ∈Z0, there exists an
l18 ∈Z0 satisfying that g18 + h18 ∼ k18 + l18. Hence h0(C;O(2g18))¿ 4. Assume |2g18| is not
birationally very ample. Then |2g18| de9nes a 4-sheeted covering ' :C → C1 ⊂ Pr of
an elliptic curve with KC⊗L−2 ∼= O('∗(P+Q)) (see Step 2.4 Case 3)). Assume that
|2g18| is birationally very ample. Let C0 be the image of C by the morphism de9ned
by |2g18|. Assume h0(C;O(2g18)) = 4. Then C is contained in at least two independent
conics. Therefore, we have 16 = degC06 2 · 2 = 4, which is a contradiction. Assume
h0(C;O(2g18))=5. Then, we have 16=degC06 2·2·2=8, which is again a contradiction
(see the argument of Step 2.4 Case 3)). Hence h0(C;O(2g18))¿ 6. Since a morphism
Z0 → W 516(C) de9ned by g18 → 2g18, is 9nite, 1=dim Z06 dimW 516(C)6 16−5·3−1=0
by Proposition 0.5. This is a contradiction.
Step 2.6: If CliK(C)6 4, then we have either gon(C)6 6 or C is a smooth plane
curve of degree 8.
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Proof. By Step 2.1, CliK-dim(C)6 2. If CliK(C)=4 and CliK-dim(C)=2, then C is a
smooth plane curve of degree 8. If CliK(C)=4 and CliK-dim(C)=1, then gon(C)=6.
If CliK(C)6 3, then gon(C)6 3 + 3 = 6 by Theorem 1.11(i).
Proof of Theorem A. By Steps 2.2–2.6, we have Theorem A.
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